Robust, reliable design
and maintenance
Product quality and the cost and ease of ongoing
maintenance are important factors in the ownership
and use of a pump. To help reduce the total cost
of ownership we have designed high quality, low
maintenance features with fewer wearing parts to
replace at service intervals.
The 17/10 and 12/10 come as standard encased
in a rugged, robust frame designed to withstand
the knocks and shocks of everyday use. With a
black powder coated control panel and 6082 T6
aluminium frame with 3mm thick tubing parts.
The volute and impeller are aluminium BS1490
LM25TF and the shaft stainless steel EN57
431S29.

We know managing fuel costs and your carbon
footprint is important which is why we have used
advanced engine and pump design to ensure we
deliver low fuel emissions and increased fuel efficiency.
An 18 litre fuel tank allows pumping at full rating for
at least 60 minutes and performance fuel consumption
analysis indicates that the 17/10 is on average
8% better than comparable products.
We pride ourselves on having ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001 certified quality and environmental
management systems across the business
from design and development to manufacture
and service.

small in size
Key performance features
Performance Data

Maximum output at 10 bar

GP17/10

GP12/10

Rated output at 10 bar

Maximum flow

1500l/min
FPN 10-1500

2450l/min @3 bar

1000l/min
FPN 10-1000

Priming time to 7.5M with
100mm suction line

6100 rpm

<30 seconds

6100 rpm

<30 seconds

4 litres

4 litres

1700l/min

Maximum pump discharge pressure
Maximum pump speed
Dimensions – LxWxH

Oil capacity

18 litres, 63 mins running
at rated performance

Fuel type

Petrol 95 ron

Dangerous goods identification category

Engine

Engine capability

Capacity

14.7 bar

3 litres

Fuel tank capacity

Weight - wet

2150l/min @3 bar

16.3 bar

677mm x 525mm x 620mm

Coolant capacity

Weight - dry

1200l/min

125 kg aluminium, 157 kg bronze
145 kg aluminium, 177 kg bronze

Class 9 UN3166

Weber MPE 850 NA, 2 cylinder, 4 stroke
52kW (70 HP) @ 7500 min-¹
(rpm) ECE-R 85

846cc

677mm x 525mm x 620mm
3 litres

18 litres, 83 mins running
at rated performance

Petrol 95 ron

125 kg aluminium, 157 kg bronze

145 kg aluminium, 177 kg bronze

Class 9 UN3166

Weber MPE 850 NA, 2 cylinder, 4 stroke
40kW (54HP) @ 7500 min-¹
(rpm) ECE-R 85
846cc

All weights and dimensions are based upon the standard build configuration and frame. Variances may occur when options are fitted.

Visit www.halepowerflow.com for more details
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Fuel economy
and carbon footprint

Big on performance

The Godiva PowerFlow 17/10 and 12/10 portable pump range delivers
unrivalled performance in an unprecedented compact size.
With innovation at the heart of what we do we have ensured the 17/10 and
12/10 are packed with features you want and the quality you need to deliver
a powerful reliable pump performance first time, every time.

Easy to operate
The 17/10 and 12/10 are designed
for ease of use, offering front or
side delivery values and a choice
of fittings to suit your needs.
Optional accessories include:

A Big performance
The 17/10 and 12/10 are single stage centrifugal
pumps directly mounted to a compact and highly
efficient Weber 2 cylinder, 4 stroke engine.
With a volute and impeller designed to maximise
efficiency and output the 17/10 and 12/10 offer a
continuous performance of at least 1700 and 1200
litres per minute at 10 bar of pressure with a 3 metre
lift. A multi-purpose pump ideal for fire-fighting,

flood relief and water relay, the 17/10 and 12/10
can deliver maximum flows of 2450 and 2150 litres
per minute.
Both models have undergone rigorous testing to
ensure they meet the demanding expectations
of the latest standards – EN1028, EN14466
and CE safety.

With both electric and
hand start the pumps
come standard with an
easy to operate control
panel which includes:
Primer handle
On/off button

A detachable large single wheel
assembly to facilitate
ease of transport
over long distances.

Ignition switch

A remote 20 litre
capacity fuel tank
with quick release
connection
extension
hose offering up to
approximately 60-70
minutes additional running time.

Highly visible, passive infrared
non mechanical fuel gauge

Throttle
Adjustable lamp for dim light visibility

Charging and auxiliary power socket
– DIN 14690
Suction compound gauge
– 17/10 - 80mm diameter
– 12/10 - 60mm diameter
Discharge pressure gauge
– 17/10 - 80mm diameter
– 12/10 - 60mm diameter

When size matters

Hour meter
Until now you have had to choose between
performance and size. With the 17/10 and 12/10
there is no compromise. They deliver a powerful
performance from one of the most compact footprints
in its category - 677mm x 525mm x 620mm.
On average 30% smaller in cubic volume than
comparable products, the 17/10 and 12/10 are small
enough to stow easily in a side locker, freeing up
space to store other equipment and reducing the
overall pay-load of the vehicle

The 17/10 offers a superior performance
to weight ratio, delivering at 10 bar of pressure
15 litres per hour per kilogram of weight.
This high output to weight ratio makes it on
average 35% better in terms of pump
output per kg of payload than other 4 stroke
engine pumps in its category.
Its compact footprint
makes the 17/10
and 12/10 easy
to manoeuvre
and two small
wheels are fitted as standard. Designed
for demanding applications the 17/10
and 12/10 will run continuously at a
30° inclination in any plane.
To aid lifting and carriage four adjustable
fold away handles are strategically placed
to improve stability and reduce ergonomic
strain. Its size and weight removes the
need for a specialist hydraulic lift to stow
the unit reducing handling and
maintenance costs associated with size
and improving deployment time.

Overheat warning lamp
Low oil pressure indicator
Charge warning indicator
Engine warning indicator
Engine service indicator
(17/10 only)

An engine you can trust
At Godiva we understand that product reliability and
performance are critical for our customers. So we have
partnered with Weber to combine their innovative
engine solutions with our pumping expertise to deliver
a product that meets all your performance, size
and reliability needs.
Weber is a leading manufacturer of highly robust,
compact, lightweight, efficient and environmentally
friendly, low emission engines and components.
A key supplier to the automotive industry, they have over
40 years experience and a customer base ranging from
Aston Martin, Mercedes, Audi and BMW to Volkswagen,
Chrysler and Ford amongst others.
With ISO/TS 16949 certified technology and quality
leadership, Weber engines are designed for use in
extreme environments such as marine and power sport
applications. For ease of engine service and maintenance
we offer 2 standard service packs and a diagnostic kit
for rapid fault diagnosis.

